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ABSTRACT
Construction and characterization of platinum and gold electrodes with total
structural diameters of 1-2 lim is described. These small voltammetric probes have
been constructed by direct electroreduction of noble metals onto the tips of etched
carbon fiber microdisk electrodes. Voltammetry, electron microscopy, energydispersive x-ray analysis, and pulsed amperometric detection have been used to
characterize these electrodes. Dopamine concentrations have been determined over
a range of 104 to 10-3 M in a biological buffer system which contains 25 mM
glucose, a compound known to adsorb strongly to electrodes. Amperometric
monitoring at a constant potential with these small results in signal decay of 20% to
40% in a ten minute experiment. Pulsed amperometric detection minimizes
electrode fouling, resulting in 5% or less signal decay over the same ten minute
period.
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INTRODUCTION
Ultrasmall voltammetric electrodes have found wide utility 1-3 for determination
of fast electron-transfer kinetics, 4 for electrochemical microscopy, 5 ,6 and for the
determination of electroactive species in complex biological environments. 7 - 10 A
primary goal in our laboratories is to measure neurotransmitter dynamics in isolated
microenvironments in order to better understand the complex process of
neurotransmission. Working toward this goal, carbon electrodes have been used to
examine dopamine dynamics in and immediately near single neurons of the pond snail
Planorbiscorneus. 1]- 13 In addition, attempts are presently underway to investigate
smaller, human nerve cells grown in tissue culture. These cells are in the range of 10-40
pm in diameter, with synaptic contact regions clearly in the sub-micron regime.
Experiments designed to measure neurotransmitters at a single, isolated synapse
have thus far proven very difficult for two primary reasons. First, the experiments
require electrodes of suitably small diameter in both electroactive area and in total
structural diameter to allow viewing of the microscopic manipulation of the probe into
the extremely small area of interest. Second, the cultured neurons require a physiological
buffer system which contains several chemical species that strongly adsorb to and foul
electrode surfaces. We have recently reported a scheme to make carbon electrodes with
total diameters in the sub-micron regime to eliminate the former problem. 14 However,
electrode fouling remains a serious limitation in the measurements thus far obtained
using the carbon probes.
Noble metal electrodes are useful for measurements in complex media where
pulse techniques can be used to clean the electrode surface. 15-22 Conventional methods
of cleaning electrode structures to obtain consistent electrochemical response usually
include physical polishing of the electrode surface. Polishing at these structurally small
probes has proven difficult, often resulting in a broken electrode tip. Consequently, other
methods of obtaining a consistent electrochemical response without physical polishing of
the electrode surface have been investigated. One method, pulsed amperometric
detection (PAD) has been the subject of many publications over the past decade. 15-24
This method, which provides a means of obtaining a predictable, renewable electrode
surface without polishing, consists of a series of potential pulses. First, a large anodic
pulse results in the desorption of surface-bound species and causes a thin layer of oxide
to be formed at the electrode surface. Second, a cathodic pulse causes the dissolution of

the oxide film and reactivates the electrode surface. The potential is then stepped to a
value at which the detection occurs. By carefully choosing these three potentials and the
time that each is applied, a large number of different detection scenarios can be achieved.
Extremely small noble metal electrodes can be constructed either by imbedding
wires into small insulators4 ,2 5 , or by electrodepositing metal onto a small carbon
electrode. 2 6 -2 8 The mechanism of noble metal deposition onto small carbon electrodes
has been investigated and apparently, the adhesion of the metal to the carbon surface is
quite strong. 2 6 Applying this technology to yet smaller probe tips should allow the use
of PAD, which does not work with carbon electrodes, to determine neurotransmitters in
ultrasmall environments while minimizing the difficulties of diminishing response due to
electrode fouling.
Ultrasmall carbon, platinum, and gold electrodes can be analyzed using Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX) to visually and
chemically characterize the electrode tips. SEM along with EDAX is a powerful tool for
studying electrodeposited material at extremely small electrode surfaces. 2 9 -3 3 In
addition to visualizing structure with electron microscopy, energy dispersive x-ray
analysis allows element maps of the sample with identification of, and in some cases
quantitation of, each element present in the sample. Clearly, this technique offers a
powerful means to analyze small deposits of noble metal on the extreme tips of
microelectrodes. In EDAX, atoms are electronically exited by the high energy electron
beam in the scanning electron microscope, resulting in a core level electron hole in a
sample atom. Characteristic X-ray emission lines corresponding to the energy loss when
an outer-shell electrons fills a core hole are detected providing identification of the
element(s) in the sample. Using this technique, we have qualitatively determined the
presence of, and empirically determined the amount of platinum or gold at the extreme
tips of the ultrasmall electrodes reported here.
This paper describes the construction and characterization of electrodes that can
be used to minimize fouling in complex media. The electrodes described here are
constructed by electrodepositing either platinum or gold onto the end of extremely small
carbon disk electrodes and are then characterized by SEM and EDAX. These noble
metal-based electrodes of suitably small size for neuronal microanalysis have been
employed with pulsed amperometric detection (PAD) to minimize electrode fouling in a
N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) biological buffer system
at physiological pH.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
1. Electrode Construction: Ultrasmall carbon disk electrodes were prepared as
described previously. 14 Each carbon fiber, originally II gm in diameter, was etched in
an intense methane/oxygen flame. This flame-etching procedure results in conical tips
with tip diameters of approximately 100 nm. 14 The carbon fibers were then coated with
an insulating copolymer film of phenol and 2-allylphenol, and the tip was cleaved with a
scalpel blade to expose the carbon electrode surface. Noble metal electrode surfaces
were constructed by direct electroreduction of noble metal cation onto the small carbon
surface. Platinum deposition was accomplished by applying -0.25 V vs a sodium
saturated calomel reference electrode (SSCE) to the electrode while the tip was immersed
in 1 mM H2 PtCI6 and 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 . Gold deposition was accomplished by holding the
electrode at 0.00 V vs SSCE in 1 mM AuCI 3 and 0.5 M H2 SO 4 . Deposition times were
limited to 5 to 10 s to avoid large deposits of metal, thus limiting the amount of charging
current in subsequent experiments. Each noble metal-coated electrode was tested for
characteristic oxygen surface chemistry by scanning from 0.0 to 1.65 V vs SSCE in 0.5
M H 2 SO 4 prior to use.
2. Chemicals and Solutions. A. Chemicals

Dopamine hydrochloride,

or-d-glucose, magnesium chloride hexahydrate, and HEPES were obtained from Sigma
Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO. Sodium phosphate, dibasic heptahydrate as well as
sodium phosphate monobasic monohydrate, were obtained from J. T. Baker Inc.,
Phillipsburg, NJ, and calcium chloride dihydrate was obtained from Aldrich Chemical
Company, Inc., Milwaukee, WI. All chemicals were reagent grade and used as received
without further purification.
B. Noble Metal Deposition Solutions.

Stock solutions of 0.01 M H2 PtCI 6 were

prepared by dissolving 1.4 g.m Pt powder (Johnson Matthey Inc., Seabrook, NH). in
aqua regia. Gold deposition solutions were prepared from stock 0.01 M AuC13 made by
the dissolution of 20 mesh gold powder (Johnson Matthey Inc., Seabrook, NH) in aqua
regia.
C. Analysis Solutions. Buffer solutions used in this work were 0.05 M sodium
phosphate, adjusted to a pH of 7.0 with sodium hydroxide, or 10 mM HEPES, 140 mM
NaCI, 5 mM KCI, 25 mM glucose, and 2 mM CaCI 2 adjusted to a pH of 7.4.
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3. Electrode Mounting and Preparation for SEM/EDAX. Electrode tips were
mounted onto carbon SEM stubs (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington, PA)
which were filed down to a 459 angle on one side. The shaft of the electrode was held
onto the slanted portion of the stub with electrical conducting carbon double-sided sticky
tape (Electron Microscopy Sciences) such that the tip of the electrode rested just above
the top of the stub. To ensure electrical conduction, the samples were then sputter-coated
with carbon prior to analysis with the scanning electron microscope apparatus. The stubs
were inserted onto the stage with the electrode tips pointed away from the detector. The
stage was subsequently tilted 302 to obtain end-on imaging of the electrode tips without
image distortion.
4. Equipment and Software. A. Electrochemistry. All electrochemical
experiments were carried out in a copper-mesh faraday cage using an Ensman
Instruments EI-400 (Ensman Scientific, Bloomington, IN) potentiostat in the 2-electrode
mode. Computer-acquired data collection was accomplished with a Labmaster interface
(Scientific Solutions, Inc., Solon, OH), and an IBM personal computer. A locally written
software program was used to apply the potential waveform and to collect and plot the
data.
B. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-dispersive X-ray Analysis
Electron microscopy was carried out with a Jeol 5400 (Jeol, Peabody, MA) scanning
electron microscope with a 20-30 kV accelerating voltage. EDAX data were collected
with a lithium drifted silicon detector which is not a light element detector, for a duration
of 100 s. X-ray data analysis was facilitated by use of the Integrated Microanalyzer for
Imaging and X-ray Analysis (IMIX) software package and a Sun Sparc workstation.
Both the detector and the software were purchased from Princeton Gamma Tech,
Princeton, NJ.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I. Electrode Construction and Characterization. A schematic of the noble
metal electrodes described in this paper is shown in Figure 1. The core of the electrode
is an extremely fine carbon fiber with the noble metal electrode surface at the tip of the
fiber. These electrodes are constructed by etching the tip of a carbon fiber in a methaneoxygen flame and insulating all but the tip with a thin phenol-allylphenol copolymer
film. 14 Electrodes with total structural diameters as small as 400 nm have •'een
constructed using this procedure. To construct platinum microelectrodes, the small
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carbon tip is electroplated with platinum at -0.250 V vs SSCE in 1 mM H2 PtCI 6 . At this
potential, platinum is irreversibly deposited as described by the following two step
sequence:
Pt4+ + 2e --- > Pt2 +
Pt 2 + + 2e --- > Pt(m)
The voltammetry observed at various stages of the electrode construction process for a
platinum-coated electrode is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the voltammetric
response of an insulated carbon fiber electrode to a 3 x 10-4 M dopamine solution.
Figure 2b shows the response of the same electrode in the same solution following the
removal of the insulating polymer from the tip. Figure 2c illustrates the characteristic
platinum background voltammogram obtained after coating the electrode tip with
platinum and scanning from 0.00 to 1.65 V vs SSCE in 0.5 M sulfuric acid. The general
features of the voltammogram in Figure 2c are consistent with those obtained at platinum
26
electrodes of conventional size.
Gold-coated electrodes have been constructed in a similar fashion to t:Jatinumcoated electrodes. Electroreduction of Au 3 + by potentiostating at 0.0 V vs SSCE in
1 mM AuCI occurs in a single step described by:
Au 3 + + 3 e- ---> Au(m)
Voltammograms obtained in 3 x 10- 4 M dopamine at a polymer insulated, and a freshly
cleaved carbon electrode are shown in Figures 3a and b, -spectively. A voltammogram
in 0.5 M sulfuric acid with this electrode following the gold-coating process is shown in
Figure 3c. The voltammetric features observed in Figure 3c are similar to those reported
at larger gold electrodes in sulfuric acid. 34 Both platinum and gold appear to be
deposited onto the electrode surface spontaneously at the potentials applied, and give rise
to the characteristic surface oxidation states of the twu metals. Charging current
contributions are higher with the platinum-coated tips than with the gold-coated tips,
suggesting that the platinum is more porous in nature. For both platinum-coated and
gold-coated electrodes, the electrochemical evidence points to good Lip surface coverage
and predictable background voltammetry.
Scanning electron micrographs of the electrodes corresponding to these
voltammograms are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a is an image of the platinum coated
electrode, Figure 4b is an image of the gold coated tip, and Figure 4c is an image of an
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uncoated carbon tip for comparison. In each case, the outer, smooth portion of the tip is
the insulating polymer network, and the inner portion is the electroactive surface. The
images shown in Figure 4 illustrate the morphological differences between the naked
carbon tip (4c), anid the tips which have had metal deposited onto the them (4a and 4b).
The metals appear to have been deposited only at the electrode tip and not over the
insulating polymer sheath.
To investigate the morphological evidence of the noble metal deposition onto the
tip of the small electrodes, the tips shown in Figure 4 were further analyzed with EDAX.
Figure 5 illustrates the utility of this technique for determining the deposition of noble
metals onto extremely small carbon electrode tips. Figure 5a is an x-ray collection at tht.
tip of the platinum coated electrode, Figure 5b is that from the gold plated electrode, and
Figure 5c is obtained from the naked carbon electrode for comparison. The data shown
here are x-ray collections obtained at a magnification of 105 centered at the tip of each
electrode. The speztrum obtained at the platinum-tipped electrode (Figure 5a), illustrates
two characteristic platinum lines: the M line, primarily Mat at 2.048 KeV, and the L line,
primarily La at 9.441 KeV. The M line corresponds to the energy emitted from a
platinum atom when an electron from the 4th electron shell (N) fills a hole in the in the
3rd electron shell (M), while the L line corresponds to an electron from the 3rd electron
shell (M) filling a hole in the 2nd electron shell (L). Figure 5b shows the Ma (2.120
KeV) and La (9.712 KeV) lines for gold, and 5c shows the spectrum obtained from the
carbon electrode tip, which shows no Max or La lines. The relatively large peak at 1.486
KeV is due to the aluminum (Ka) mounting apparatus in the SEM column. The
occurrence of platinum and gold x-ray emissions at the coated electrode tips and the
absence of these emissions at the uicoated tip, supports the electrochemical and
morphological data in that these structures have been successfully coated with the noble
metals Pt and Au, respectively.
Figure 6 shows data monitoring the x-ray intensity at 9.441 KeV (Pt Lot) at the
smaller platinum-coated electrode shown in Figure 4a as the beam spot has been rastered
across the length of the tip region. The resulting line profile corresponds to the
accumulated number of x-ray counts for a series of 10 scans with a dwell time of 30 ms
at each point. The EPAX experiment strongly suggests that the tip of the coated
electrode is platinized, whereas the sides are not.
Small clumps of what appear to be deposited material are often observed along
the electrode shaft and away from tip. In order to determine if this material is the result
of metal deposits (Pt or Au) on the insulation or at pin-holes in the insulation, x-ray data
for both the electrode tip and the regions along the insulated shaft have been obtained.
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X-ray emission spectra for this set of experiments is shown Figure 7. There are
characteristic gold peaks in the spectra for points b, c, and d (Figures 7 B, C, and D), but
there are no peaks indicating the presence of gold at point e (Figure 7E). These data
indicate that the material deposited away from the tip is not gold. This material is likely
an aberration of the polymer or a crystallized salt. The intensity of the peaks in Figures
7B and C, corresponding to the edge of the electrode are considerably higher than that in
Figure 7D corresponding to point d in the center of the electrode. This result prompted
the acquisition of a line profile across the tip monitoring the Au La intensity. The line
profile monitored at 9.712 KeV across this electrode tip is superimposed on the image of
the electrode tip in Figure 8. It is clear from these data that the gold is deposited on the
entire tip, however it is deposited in significantly higher amounts at the edges. This can
be attributed to the higher current density expected at the edge of disk-shaped
microelectrodes, as a result of convergent edge diffusion of the Au 3 + to the electrode
surface.
II. Analysis with Noble Metal Microelectrodes: An eventual goal of these
experiments is the measurement of the dynamics of neurotransmissioij at single synapses
of human neuroblastoma cells. Unfortunately, the contents of the biological buffer
system used to support the human neurobb;jstoma cells includes electrode-fouling
components. Pulsed amperometry or pulsed amperometric detection (PAD) has been
used to monitor the neurotransmitter dopamine in electrode-fouling buffer systems. The
PAD waveform consists of an anodic potential pulse (+0.8 V vs SSCE for 50 ms) which
desorbs surface adsorbates and oxidizes the metal surface, a cathodic pulse (-0.6 V vs
SSCE for 150 ms) which reactivates the metallic surface, and a detection pulse (+0.7 V
vs SSCE for 100 ms) for the quantitation of the analyte. The detection occurs in the last
16.7 ms of the 100 ms detection pulse, and is an average of 16 current samplings.
When the PAD waveform is employed to discriminate against adsorption of
glucose oxidation products, the values of potential pulses in the PAD waveform were
found to be especially important. The detection of glucose with this technique has been
reported using 0.0 to +0.35 V vs SSCE as the detection potential. 3 1-33 This potential
region is one in which the surface oxidation state of the noble metal surface apparently
facilitates the adsorption and oxidation of glucose. The onset of this surfacc oxidation
state can be as low as -0.4 V and continues to at least +0.35 V at gold surfaces in high pH
soluti-ns. In fact, the oxidation of glucose virtually ceases at higher potentials in alkaline
media 30 , apparently due to the formation of higher oxidation states of the gold surface.
We have found this region to extend a bit further for analysis in neutral pH solutions,
extending to approximately 0.6 V. For this reason, when attempting to discriminate
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against glucose, a cathodic pulse of < -0.4 V, and anodic and detection pulses > +0.6 V
should be employed. We have found +0.8 V vs SSCE for the anodic pulse, -0.6 V for
the cathodic pulse, and a detection potential of +0.7 V to work well for monitoring
dopamine in the presence of glucose. Both platinum and gold electrodes have been
reactivated with this same potential pulse waveform.
The duration of the cathodic pulse is also critically important for proper
quantitation. Empirically, we have found 150 ms to be adequate to reactivate electrodes
with diameters of I - 11 Igm. In one case, with an electrode tip of I g.m, 25 ms at -0.6
was adequate to reactivate the gold-coated electrode. We anticipate that the use of
smaller electrodes will allow shorter potential pulses to reactivate the electrode surface,
allowing faster events to be monitored.
Figure 9 illustrates the utility of PAD for the quantitation and continuous
monitoring of low levels of dopamine. The PAD waveform described has been applied
to a gold-coated electrode for a period of ten min, over which the concentration of
dopamine was increased three times. Each addition resulted in an increase in the
oxidation current as monitored at +0.7 V vs SSCE. However, electrode fouling was
clearly minimized by the PAD method.
An example of the difference between the response for PAD and amperometric
detection at a constant potential is illustrated in Figure 10. A constant response for
dopamine oxidation is obtained with PAD over the ten min period employed, whereas the
oxidation current decays significantly for constant potential amperometry. The latter
experiment shows an initial sharp drop, followed by a longer, more gradual decrease.
The initial drop may represent charging current contributions, and as such this initial
decay is not included in quantitation of electrode fouling. The constant-potential
amperometric response shown in Figure 10b diminishes about 30% over 10 min. This
large amount of electrode fouling makes quantitation of electroactive species difficult,
and requires the use of both pre- and post-calibration procedures as well as an
assumptio., of a linear decay in electrode response. No fouling is observed during th, 10
min PAD experiment shown here (Figure 10a); however, some (6 out of 10) electrodes
exhibit a small amount of fouling (2-10%) when the PAD experiment is run. The use of
platinum and gold electrodes in conjunction with PAD under these conditions, results in
a minimal amount of signal decay (inset in Figure 10), making calibration considerably
easier. The PAD method, therefore provides a significant improvement for the consistent
measurement of electroactive species at these electrodes.
Experiments similar to those described above and shown in Figure 10 were
carried out for both platinum and gold electrodes in phosphate buffer systems as well as
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in the biological HEPES buffer system containing 25 mM glucose. The results of several
such experiments are summarized in Table 1. Generally, the loss of electrode response is
greater with Au-coated electrodes than with Pi-coated electrodes. In addition, electrode
fouling seems to occur to a larger extent in the glucose-containing HEPES buffer relative
to the non-glucose containing phosphate buffer system. However, a consistent, reliable
signal with little electrode fouling is observed in all cases when the PAD potential
waveform is used. In all of these experiments, the use of PAD in combination with
ultrasmall noble metal electrodes should allow longer electrode life expectancy for
experiments in complex biological media.
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Table I. Average loss in response over a ten min period in two buffer systems for
amperometric detection at a constant potential and PAD detection modes at noble
metal-coated ultrasmall electrodes. Errors are expressed as standard deviations.

% Fouling After Ten Min
PAD

Normal
Amperometric

n*

Platinum-coated
Phosphate Buffer

1.8 ± 1.5

19 ± 15

6

HEPES Buffer

3.8 ± 3.0

22 ± 15

5

Gold-coated
Phosphate Buffer

1.1 ± 1.9

HEPES Buffer

6.4 ± 2.8

40.4 ±+9.1
39± 15

3
3

n = number of experimental trials
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Schematic of a noble metal microelectrode. The inset shows an end-on view
of tip of the electrode tip. Key: W, nichrome wire; Ga, gallium; C, carbon fiber; P,
insulating polymer film; M. electrodeposited noble metal.
Figure 2. Voltammograms obtained at different stages of the construction of a platinum
electrode. (a) and (b) are voltamnmetric responses to a 3 x 10-4 M dopamnine solution in
phosphate buffer before (a), and after (b) the insulating polymer was removed from the
tip. (c) shows the voltammogram obtained in 0.5 M H2 SO4 after the carbon tip was
coated with platinum. Scan rate: 100 mV/s. Scale: (a) 10 pA; (b) and (c), 100 pA.
Figure 3. Voltammograms obtained at different stages of the construction of a gold
electrode. (a) and (b) are voltammetric responses to a 3 x 10-4 M dopamine solution in
phosphate buffer before (a), and after (b) the insulating polymer was removed from the
tip. (c) shows the voltammograrn obtained in 0.5 M H2 SO4 after the carbon tip was
coated with gold. Scan rate: 100 mV/s. Scale: (a), 10 pA; (b) and (c), 100 pA.
Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs of (a) the platinum coated electrode tip at
which the voltammetry in Figure 2 was obtained, (b)the gold coated electrode tip at
which the voltammetry in Figure 3 was obtained, and (c) a naked carbon electrode tip.
Scale bar = I g~m. Images are not as sharp as those presented carlier1 4 because the
samples were coated with carbon rather than gold. Carbon coating allows EDAX data to
be collected, but sacrifices the image clarity for SEM.
Figure 5. EDAX data obtained at the electrode tips shown in Figure 4. (a) X-ray
emission from the platinum coated tip, showing characteristic platinum peaks at 2.048
KeV and 9.441 KeV, (b) X-ray emission from the gold coated tip, showing characteristic
peaks at 2.120 KeV and 9.712 KeV, and (c) x-ray emission from a naked carbon tip. All
x-ray collections were performed at a magnification of 100,000 x centered on the
electrode tip. Each spectrum is normalized to the largest peak, and the number of X-ray
counts is shown in the upper right-hand comer of each spectrum.
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Figure 6. A scanning electron micrograph and line profile showing the presence of Pt at
the tip only. The line profile was monitored at 9.441 KeV, the La line for platinum.
This is the same electrode shown in Figure 4(a).
Figure 7. SEM image and spectra obtained at several spots on a 10 gm diameter goldcoated electrode. The spectra B, C, D, and E correspond to points b, c, d and e,
respectively.
Figure 8. Line profile across the tip of the gold-coated electrode shown in Figure 7
monitored at 9.712 KeV, the La line for gold.
Figure 9. The current response at a gold-coated electrode (ca. 1 g.m dia.) using PAD
upon three standard additions of dopamine to a phosphate buffer solution. Each addition
consisted of 250 g.L of 0.01 M doparnine into 25 mL of buffer solution, so each addition
represents a change of approximately 0. 1 mM dopamine. The solution was bubbled with
N2 for ca. 5 s following each addition to facilitate mixing.
Figure 10. Current response at a gold-coated electrode to 0.3 mM dopamine in
phosphate buffer over a ten minute period. (a) Response using PAD, (b) response using
normal amperometric detection. The experiment employed the same electrode and buffer
system as above (ca 3.0 x 10-4 M dopamine). Inset: PAD experiment with enlarged
current axis showing small, finite decay of response.
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